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To Our Country Visitors
Don't go back home without hearing wireless music.
We are arranging Wireless Telephone demonstrations, to
show what our sets will do.
You can install a complete wireless receiving set in your
home for £ I 4 14s.
Consult us for advice and all particulars m Wireless
matters.

RADIO COMPANY
18 ELIZABETH STREET, SYDNEY,
'Phone: B 5586.

4 doors from Hunter Street.

NEW STOCKS OF GOODS
JUST ARRIVED.
PRICES ARE LOWEST
IN TOWN.
The Shop where you can Buy

ANYTHING ELECTRICAL FOR
HOME, FACTORY, WORKSHOP.
ALL CLASSES OF REPAIRS.

ELECTRIC IRONS FROl\1
20/- to 42/6.
TORCHES, 3/- each;
LAMPS, 240 V., 50 C.P., 1/3;
100 C.P., 2/-.

ARMATURE COIL-WINDING A SPECIALITY.
Men Sent Anywhere.

WIRELESS GOODS

Personal Supervision.

SYDNEY,

N.s.w.

2,000 OHM MURDOCH PHONES,
35/-.
VALVES, ALL MAKES, from 27 /6
to 45/-.
CRYSTALS, 1/- each.
DOUBLE SLIDE TUNERS, 45/each.

Mention "Radio" when communicating with adverti1-e-rs,
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"Radio'' Makes Its Bow
The publication of a new journal that at the very · outset we can pro~
necessarily calls for a statement of duce that magazine and keep on propolicy. The publishers of ''Radio'' ducing it. In giving this undertakfeel that Australian and New Zealand ing we are conscious of the fact that
wireless engineers, operators anq ex~ the standard of the readers amongst
perimenters are entitled to know whom "Radio" will circulate .is exsomething about the aims and aspira- ceptionally high.
tions of this new paper, which now
Australian and New Zealand amabids for their support. It is hardly teurs have demonstrated on numerous
necessary to emphasise that the cardi- occasions that the skill and enterprise
nal point in our policy is the general required to achieve something of out-.
advancement of radio in Australia standing importance in the field of
and New Zealand. · With that as· our
radio research and experiment is an
objective we feel confident of enlist- important part in their make-up. To
ing the enthusiastic support of the cater for the needs of these enterwhole of the wireless fraternity in prising young men will be the conthe wide area over which "Radio" stant aim of ''Radio.'' We believe
will circulate.
we can give them the articles and inThe launching of this new jour- formation they need, and which, up
nal is not a project that has been to the present, they have had to deundertaken lightly. Careful enquiry
pend on getting from text books and
has revealed the type of magazine reoverseas publications.
quired to meet the needs of the everFor the raw beginner-the experigrowing army of those interested in ·
wireless. It is our confident belief menter, who is i~ his swaddling

clothes-we have also a special message. It is our intention to feature
simple technical articles which will
enable him to climb, step by step, to
t~e goal at which every experimenter
aims.
Last, but not least, we recognise..
that in the near future thousands of
homes in Australia and New Zealand
will be equipped with receiving sets.
The possessors of those sets will want
to know how to derive the utmost
pleasure a_nd benefit from their
ability to '' listen in" to the musical
items and other information broadcasted for their especial benefit. The
new magazine will endeavour to render a service to these people which
will ensure that " 'Radio' will enter
the home'' in a double se:rise.
With this plain statement of
policy, ''Radio'' makes its bow to the
experimenters of Australia and New
Zealand.

Radio · Experimenting
The fear has been expressed in some otherwise obtainable. These young settle down to work along. lines which
quarters that, owing to the delay men were naturally very enthusiastic o.ffer a fruitful field for experiment.
which has occurred in the commence- at the outset, and felt that the goal There is so much to be learned about
ment of broadcasting, many experi- of their ambition would be reached · radio that no experimenter need feel
menters are in danger of losing their when they were able to '' listen in'' disappointed at not being able to
enthusiasm, and business is likely to and hear Morse signals, music or · plunge into the joys of home receiving
become dull. Such an assertion can speech. Because they were not able in the early days of his radio career.
do no good, and is likely to do a great to do this immediately their optimistic The goal to be aimed at is the comdeal of harm, mainly because many outlook was in danger of becoming plete mastery of the practical and
experimenters are likely to accept it clouded. A moment's consideration theoretical sides of the ·science,
as an au~hentic statement regarding will convince anyone interested in
and when the · experimenter has
the positjon of radio in Australia.
radio that the field for experiment is
It is beyond question that many ex- so limitless that after the first flush advanced far along that road he will
perimenters embraced radio as a of disappointment at not being able to find himself well equipped to underhobby chiefly because it appealed to . pick up broadcast music, etc., imme- take the most intricate work into
them as something which provided in- diately has worn off those enthusiasts which ambition or circumstances may
terest, education and amusement . not who have undertaken the hobby will lead him.
\
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Wireless Work
ON

BOARD

"GB E"
The Well-known Trans-Pacific Liner, "Niagara,.
By S. E. TATHAM

RACTICALLY every
wireless operator and
experimenter in Australia and New Zealand has
at some time heard the call
letters GBE speeding through
the ether at 186,000 miles
per second flashing messages
to various coast and ship
stations. Those three wireless call letters-GBE-belong to the Canadian-Australian Trans-Pacific R.M.S.
Niagara, the flagship of the
Union Steamship Company
of N.Z., Ltd., and the biggest
vessel plying between Australia and New Zealand and
the West Coast of America.
As the Niagara is such a
commodious ship and so well
known and popular among
the travelling public, we will
get to the point· and take a
peep into the wireless tele- Left to.
graph office, located on the
boat deck.
Here, ·from the time the Niagara
leaves one wharf until arrival
at the next, a continuous .watch
is maintained throughout. Visit the
wireless office any time at sea., <lay
or night, and one of the <'perators

P

Wireless Operators on "Niagara."
Right: Messrs. E. W. Coldwell (2nd), W. J.
(1st), and W. P. D'Arcy (3rd).

will be found on duty busy handling
traffic. For this purpose three
operators are carried, and at the time
this was written Messrs. W. J. Martin, E.W. Coldwell and W. P. D'Arcy
were the senior, second and third

The Canadian-Australian R.M.S. '"Niagara" leaving Sydney, N.S.W., for Vancouver,

operators respectively on the
Niagara, whose photographs
are reproduced herewith.
The number of messages
sent to and from the Niagara
is really enormous, many
thousands of words being
handled each voyage. But
handling between ·one and
two hundred messages in
twenty~four hours is all part
of a day's work at GBE. ,
0 bviously the
wireless
apparatus for such a. station
must be of the best type, and
the Niagara's installation is
maintained and operated by
Amalgamated
W i re 1 e s s
(A'asia), Ltd. The transmitter is a 2½ K. W. quench.ed
spark set, and, in addition to
this, there is an emergency
set, which can be operated
from a special battery of accumulators should the main
Martin
power fail. · The receiving
apparatus is the most up-todate in the world to-day, and is
known as a "Pl" panel type receiver, designed and manufactured
in Australia by Amalgamated Wireless. This receiver has given excellent results, and will receive both

B.c.; via

New Zealand, Fiji and Honolulu.
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wireless telegraph and telephone sigThese stations can be regularly innals on wave-lengths up to 25,000 tercepted every day of the voyage
metres. Regularly every trip GBE between Australia, ·New Zealand,
tvorks various stations direct at least Fiji, Honolulu and Vancouver, and
4,000 miles distant, and in many read quite comfortably. Wireless
cases over 5,000 miles.
men generally will recognise the modOn board the Niagara all wireless ernity and se_nsitivity of the Pl
messages for transmission are ac- panel· type receiver installed on the
cepted at the enquiry office, and the Niagara when it is state_d that only
ship is not far · outside ·sydney one valve is used to receive the
Heads when passengers commence stations above mentioned.
After leaving Suva the run to
sending farewell greetings to their
Honolulu
is commenced, and on 600
friends· ashore. Additional to '' greetings," "au-revoir," "fine weather " ~etres many more . commercial sta. you very-· much," and all
'
tions are heard as the· ship gets
"Illlss
sorts of other cheer-up messages,
many business men from all parts of ·
the world who travel on the GBE
continually utili.se the wireless office
for keeping in touch with their business on shore. Then messages · per;taining to general ship's business are
handled, these including advices· regarding time of arrival, stores and
water required, etc., etc.
·
Auckland (New Zealand) is :the
first port of call after Sydney,' and
the day prior to arrival GBE is
sending and receiving all kinds of
messsages to and from passengers
and their Maoriland friends.
Immediately Auckland is left GBE
commences to work the first tropical
radio station on the run across the
Pacific, situated at Suva (Fiji), call
letters VPD. This station is welr · A corner of the Wireless Office on the
known by all operators and a num- "Niagara," showing an operator at work·
with the "P1" Panel
ber of experimenters in New Zealand receiving messages
Type Receiver.
and Australia, who have heard VPD
working other islands and ships.
further
north.
San
Francisco
Simultaneously with VPD, the first (KPH), the well-known Radio CorAmerican radio stations are heard poration's coast station and the Canworking, Pago Pago, Samoa (NPU), adian, Government coast station at
Honolulu (KHK) coming into range Estevan, Vancouver Island (VAE)
on 600 metres· wave-length. On long come within range, and passengers
waves, between 10,000 and 25,000 can send messages direct to Canada
metres, many stations are heard, in- and the United States when still
cluding Manila, Philippine Islands several thousand miles away.
After crossing the equator most of
(NPO), Pearl Harbour (NPM), San
)iirancisco ( NPG) , Bolinas, Cal. the Australian and New Zealand
(KET), Annapolis (NSS), Carn_ar- coastal and intercolonial ships are
von, Wales· (MffiT), Saint Assise, out of range, but then Canadian and
France (UFT), and others too ·American ships are heard, as well as
broadcasting _stations at · Honolulu
numerous to mention. ·
1

and the mainland of America; but
very little time is given to listening
to broadcasting on ships at sea, as the
operators are generally too busy, and
it is against rules to be off 600 metres
wave-length for long, exeept as provided for in the international wireless regulations.
.
Throughout the voyage Press messages are copied from wireless
stations in various parts of the world,
and thus passengers are kept posted
of world affairs every day. Shortly
a daily newspaper will be published
on the Niagara while at sea.
: ·_Between Honolulu and Vancouver,
the last lap of the three weeks' voy·age, traffic pours in. Passengers
_wireless for hotel accommodation,
and those travelling overland make
railway reservations, as well as advising their friends of their arrival,
etc. So it can be readily understood
·that the operators on the GBE are
kept husy.
In between watches the operators
·sleep and have plenty of recreation
on deck, and join in the numerous
shipboard games and dances held on
the voyage. In port they are free
most of the time, and after a stay of
seven days in Vancouver the Niagara
departs homeward bound to Australia, and then again for three
weeks- GBE is flashing messages to
all points of the Pacific and to ships
at sea.
The three operators are all experts
at their work, and with the highly
efficient transmitting and receiving
apparatus installed are able to give
passengers a board the Niagara a
speedy, reliable and aecurate wireless service every day throughout the
voyage.
It is by no means a stretch of
imagination to say\ these men are kept
busy at sea, and on the homeward
voyage immediately Australian and
New Zealand coast stations come
within range they know Sydney is
not far distant, where, on arrival,
they will have a :week's spell /before
commencing another rqn of over
7,000 miles across the Pacific.

r---------------------------------------------------SHIPHEI\D
~ality is,rzev~r
tllll!'WMA'N
accidental ··.. ...
>

COMMONWEALTH & HUNT STS

SYDNEY
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The Value of a Good Earth
AND

Counterpoise
By

Ill

Transmitting

CHAS. D. MAC LU RC <\N
(Special to " Radio")

Q

UITE a number of experimenters in Australia now have
transmitting licenses, and no
doubt many more will obtain them
in the near future, so that it will not
be out of place to consider questions
of efficiency in connection with the
transmitting station,
The power allowed experimenters
by the regulations varies according
to the position of the amateur's station in relation to land stations, but,
in the city area at any rate, it usually
is from 10 to 25 watts input.

at night. with a properly designed
10-watt set.
Perhaps the most important part
of the station to be considered is the
aerial-earth system. Often it is a
very difficult problem, because one is
largely governed by the physical
features of the property on which
the aerial is to be erected. But whatever these features may be, three important points should be remembered
when dAsigning an aerial.
Firstly,
the ohmic resistance must be kept as
low as possible; secondly, losses by

Dut before going on to the discussion
of this a few words about the earthing system will be helpful.
Most experimenters use the water
pipe for their earth, and this answers
very well. For transmitting, however, at least three separate leads, of
not less than 7/20 copper wire,
should be run and all soldered to the
waterpipe.
It will, of course, be
necessary to hirn off the water at the
meter before attempting the soldering. One or two leads should be run
by the shortest path to the nearest

At first thought this may seem a
ridiculously small amount of power,
and a few years ago would have been
considered hardly enough to send
across the back yard, QRM permitting. But this power, low as it may
seem, can be made to cover remarkable distances, provided the apparatus used is efficiently designed and
construeted. The writer has trans'1//itted O.W. telrgraphy ovrr 2,000
miles on less than n·ine watts inpnt
power; so there should be no difficulty in covering at least 500 miles

absorption must be guarded against,
and, thirdly, a good earthing system
is essential.
Almost any type of aerial and
earth connection will give good results for receiving, but it is quite another story when it comes to transmitting long distances with a minimum of power.
The best method of reducing the
resistance losses in a transmiting
aerial is to erect a counterpoise ( or
earth screen, as it is sometimes
called) in addition to a good earth.

water pipe, and one should be taken
to the street side of the water meter.
'l'his on~ obviouslJ cannot be soldered, but it should be securely attached with a good pipe clip. The
pipe shoulcl first he thoroughly
cleaned with emery cloth, then several layers of heavy tin foil wrapped
round, after which the clip may he
tightly bedded 'down on to the pipe.
At the writer's station (2CM) the
radiation with a certain small trarn,mitting set was 1.3 amps., using one
7/20 earth wire. A second wire was
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then run to the street side of the
water meter and the radiation increased to 1.5 amps., an inctease of
200 milli-amps.
A third wire was
then connected to the water pipe between the two former ones ,which res-ulted in a further increase of ten~illi-amps. A fourth wire caused no
fur1ib.er increase in radiation, so that
it was reasonable to suppose that
with three wires the resistance was ·
reduced to a minimum.
.
Now when a counterpoise was
ereeted, and correctly tuned to the
transmitted wave length, the radiation was further raised to 1.9 amps.
The resistance of the aerial without
counterpoise was six ohms. With the
(lounterpoise, ·only two ohms.
From these figures it ;will _be seen
how very important it is that resist~
ance losses should be reduced as
much as possible.

!>age 7
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the counterpoise. AB stated, it must
be as like · the aerial as possible.

the counterpoise, forming a seriestuned circuit of comparatively low
resistance. The total antenna current divides between the earth and
counterpoise inversely proportional
to the effective resistances of the
ground and counterpoise circuits.

Tuning the Counterpoise.
The capacity of the aerial to earth
bliling · greater- than the capacity of
the aerial to counterpoise, it is obvious that either inductanee must be
·placed in series with the counterpoise
or·· capacity placed in series with· the
earth lead -to correctly tune the circuits in resonance. When the circuits are properly adjusted removing
either the ground connection or the
counterpoise .. connection will not
change th e antenna wave length, but
will change th e antenna resiSt ance
only.
·
· First disconnect the · counterpoise
clip and tune the aerial and earth
alone to the desired wave length.
Then disconnect the earth clip and
tune again to the same wave length,
using the counterpoise only. When
this is done both earth and counterpoise may be connected. Now watch
the hot-wire ammeter burst its G
string!
·
·

Dealing with the erection and
method of tuning the counterpoise, it
can be considered to be an intermediate aerial, suspended directly between the main aerial and earth. It
should be a "shadow" of the main
There are three methods of effect•
aerial, with the same number of
ing
this tuning. Figure 1 shows the
wires extending a few feet beyond
at either end, and be of greater easiest and least expensive way. First
width. Like any aerial, it must be tune to the desired wave length with
thoroughly insulated, and the lead- the aerial and counterpoise alone.
fn wires brought into the operating- __Then try the ground clip on different
turns until the point is found where
room through a proper insulator.
the wave length is the same as with
The height above the ground the counterpoise alone. The ground
varies under different conditions, but clip should be adjusted to within a
it should be high enough to allow one half-turn on a large diameter helix.
to walk freely underneath. Where When the ground clip is at the neua '' T '' aerial is used the counter- tral point the inductive impedence of
poise must also b.e a "T," and where the helix below the ground point
the aerial is an "L" so also must be tunes with the capacity impedence of

Figure 2 shows another method,
using a separate inductance in the
counterpoise lead. This inductance
may consist of 50 turns of No. 18
D.C.C. wire wound on a tube of 3½
inches diameter. A heavy spring
slider, ebonite insulated throughout,
provides a turn to turn adjustment.
With this arrangement the aerial is
first tuned to the desired wave length
with the earth only connected. Then
the counterpoise is joined up, and the
slider on the inductance moved
slowly from turn to turn until a
· point is reached that gives the maximum reading on the aerial hot-wire
ammeter. The circuits are then in
proper adjustment.
In Figure 3 a variable condenser
is used in the earth lead. · This condenser has to be. capable of withstanding the full earth current, and
is preferably a strongly-built one,
with a fair spacing between the
plates, immersed in oil. The capacity
should be about .0015 micro-farad~
The tuning is effected as in the last
method, except that the aerial is first
tuned to the desired wave length with
the counterpoise alone.
The experimenter who follows the
advice given. in the for.egoing will
find himself amply repaid for the
slight expense and trouble involved,
besides having the satisfaction of
knowing that he "has done things
right,' '

The Secret of Long Distance Reception
of Morse Signals or Telephony lies in the Constrnctlon and Ma terialo of the W"'t.relelS
Receiving Set,
.
.
Coupling experience, good workmanship, and materia.l of the highest quality, we have
produced a Receiver capable of operation over any desired wavelength from 200 to 20,000 metres,
Europet:(n and American stations are received o,n this set with ease, and, provided a good
aerial system is ava!ilable, telephony over a range of 100 to 800' miles is possible,
THE ONE SET THAT'S WORTH MORE YET COSTS LESS, £16, TiiE ABOVE SET
COMl'LETE WITH COILS TO COVER WAVELENGTHS FROM 400 to 1,800 METRES,
Apparatus and parts for the construot!on of your own set comprise another of our
specialltie1, and our stock and prices are worthy of your inspection,
All apparatus and materials •upplied by us is guaranteed best procurable on the world's
markets.

THE COLVILLE-MOORE WIRELESS SUPPLIES,
10 ROWE STREET, SYDNEY.

Mention "Radio" when communicating ,nth o.dvertitera.·
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New Zealand .- Amateur's Record
American Stations Received
Has Anyone Done Better ?
·EVERY_ radio experimenter in Slade are situated on the Pacific Coast 6PD-J. J. McArdle, 263 Day St., San
Francisco, Cal.
Australia and New Zealand of the United States, and following
6ZI-(No record).
.
will be intensely interested in are particulars :6ZZ-Harry L. Gooding, Douglas, Arizona
the remarkable success achieved by
6GG-H. W. Larkin, 2487 Aytadina Ave.,
Call.
Owner- and Address of Station.
Mr. R. Slade, of Waimataitai (N.Z.),
Pasadena, Cal.
in his effort to pick up American 6KA-F. E. Nikirk, 1050 W. 89th St., Los 6VM-P. Parsons, 633 Middlefield Rd.,
Angeles, Cal.
amateur stations.
Pals Alto, Cal.
J. Reidman, 1731 Atlantic Ave.,
Mr. Slade is one of the keenest ex- 6IF-L.. Long
6BO-H. M. Preston, 514 Macdonald Ave.,
Beach, Cal.
Richmond, Cal.
_
perimenters in N.Z., and his most re- 6JD-V. M. Bitz, 825 53rd St., Los An6TI-H. R. Greer, 414 Fairmount St.,
cent success· is a call to amateurs in
geles, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
Australia to · emulate what he has 5PX-E. Colston, Tipton, 200 Clark Ave., 6JN-B. Brener, 1284 W. 67th St., EmeryFort
Worth,
Texas.
done.
.
ville, Cal. .
6AVR-C. Yates, R.F.D. No. 3, Box 104A,
6BCR-C. Foreman, 1714 Alameda Ave.,
Nothing serves to emphasise the
Fullerton, Cal.
Alameda, Cal.
progress made by radio experimenters
6XAD-Lawrence Mott, Avalon, Cal.
in recent years more than the fact
Other stations also heard by Mr. 6AVD-J. R. Alsip, R.F.D. No. 3, Box 735,
that countries like A~tralia and New Slade at various periods are : Watts, Cal.
Zealand, although separated
6ANH-D. E. Chambers, 639 E.
St., San Diego, Cal.
from America by _a .wide ex6AWP-E. Thacher; 407 W. First
panse of- ocean, can be
St., Santa Ana, Cal.
brought into daily touch
6ARB-C. Duncan, 3029 Baket
through the agency of the
St., San Fran., Cal.
6AJF-Frank E. Jones, 1822
"magic spark. " It is imposHearst Ave., Berkeley,
.sible to accurately pescribe the
Cal.
feelings of the "listener-in"
6BQC-(No record).
who is able to decipher the
7SC-W . .Aj• . C. f Hemrioh, 503
call signs, indicating that his
Melrqse Ave.,
Seattle,
Wn.
aerial has picked up such dis7GS-Lyle Evans, 518 No. 79th
tant stations as Los Angeles,
St., Seattle, Wn.
New York City, Fort Worth,
7ZU-(No record).
Texas, San Francisco, Seattle,
7LR-Royal Howard, 425 Ellsworth St., ·Albany, Oreg.
San Diego, etc.
8ZY-H. A. Deurk, Defiance,
A station of high efficiency
Ohio.
is necessarily required to ac8BXX-Homer Forschner, 7 Ford
complish such excel~ent re-'
St., Norwalk, Ohio.
8CEI-(No record).
ception, and every amateur Mr. Slade's Receiver on which he inter-cepta signals from
9UU-Roy William Weisbach,
cannot afford this at the beAmerican Amateur- Stations.
6784 So State St., Cb!gi~ing. The work carried
. .
. . cago, Ill.
Owner
and
Address
of
Station.
Call.
out by those who can, however, md19GK-C. and W. Quinn, 425 Sherry St.,
Neenah, Wisconish.
cates the high standard of efficiency lEL-Roger E. Bates, 184 Pine St., Wol9LG-Darl F. Wood, 311 W. Exchange
laston, Massachusetts. l
of the radio experimenters in AusSt., Jerseyville, Ill.
tralia and New Zealand, and acts as 2FP-Harold Peiler, 321 E. 90th Street, 9VAJ-St.
Claff College, Northfield, Minn.
New York City.
an inspiration to present and pro- 5GJ-John
9BED-Leslie B. Esslngton, 4412 Farlm
McCaal, 1021 Fairmount St.,
spective enthusiasts to endeavour · t_o
Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Anniston, Alabama.
excel their efforts. Any other experi- 5PB-James Greenwood, 9218 Main St., 9AJP-Albert P. Upton, 2328 Taylor St.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Houston, Texa.s..
menter who has achieved results simi9CNS-(No record).
5SF-H .. H~ndrix, · 1616 ·Worth St., Fort
lar to or better than Mr. Slade is in9AWM-Lloid V. Berkner, 117 E. SumWorth, Texas.
vited to forward full particulars for 5XT-H. S. Richards, Radio Shop, 1911
mitt St., Sleepy Eye, Minn.
9BSG-(No record).
Washln St., Oklahama City, Okla.
·
;publication in Radio.
9XAC-Karlowa Rds. Cpn,, 611 Best
A full list of call signs heard by 5XAJ-(No record).
Bldg., Rock Isld., Ill.
record).
Mr. Slade, together with the .name o~ 5ZAK-(No
9ANS-Clarence A. Gunther, 320 40th St,,
6EN-H. A. and E. C .. Duvall, 4965 Wadsthe station and the owner's address,
Omaha, Neb.
¼
worth St., Los Angeles, Cal.
9DPD-Marson H. French, 423 E. First
is published hereunder.
6KU-C. C. Brown, Volta Power House,
St., Hutchinson, Kans.
Manton, Shasta Co., Cal.
The stations heard loudest by Mr.
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QDGE-Harold Olson, 4217 S. Sheridan
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
9CXP-(No record).
9AYU-Aubrey H. Williams, 1630 Adams
Rt.. Denver, Cal.
9CIP,-,--(No record).

The illustrations accompanying this
article show Mr. Slade's receiving
apparatus, sketch of aerial arrangement, and diagram of
circuit connections.
The situation of the station
is on a hill about 200 feet
above sea level and about
half a mile from the sea.
The aerial is of the inverted L type, and consists
of three 16-gauge copper
wires, 2ft. 6in. apart, 110ft.
long, and leading-in wires
15ft. long. One end of the
aerial is supported by a pole
40 ft. high, the other end being suspended from the top part of the house,
22 ft. high.
Earthing system consists of
one lead to a water pipe and
another lead to a washhouse
copper, filled with ashes to retain the moisture, buried
about 6 feet below the ground.
Diagram of connections is
reproduced herewith, and it
will be seen that the circuit
is an ordinary regenerative, which
with the new regulations is now prqhibited in New Zealand.
Cl is a variable condenser .001 mfd,
02 .0005 mfd., and C3 .001 mfd. All
variation of tuning is done by the

aerial tuning condenser Cl and · 03
across phonel!! and B battery, final adjustments b@ing made by the :filament
resistance until CW signals come in
with maximum strength.
The phones used are Brande's superior 2,000 ohms resistance, the B
battery being made from accumulator

11.T.
Ca

plates cut up and placed in test tubes
6 inches long and 1 inch diameter.
Several valves have been used, in-

....
Aeriai Se:herne used by ·Mr. Slade.

eluding Marconi ER, Mullard-Ora,
Cunningham arid V24. The Marconi
ER and· V24. bring in the. signals
loudest, but when using the V24 static
is not so noticeable arid only 20 volts
ar~ used on the pl_ate.

The tuning coils used are made up
as follows : Prima·ry · consists of 20
turns of No. 20 D.C.C. wire wound
on a thin cylindrical frame, 4¼ inches
diameter. No taps are taken from
this coil, tuning being effected by the
condenser Cl. No shellac is used, the
wire being kept in place by silk
thread. The tickler or reaction coil consists of 20 turns
of 20 gauge D.C.C. wire, also
on a cylindrical frame 4
inches in diameter, no taps or
shallac being used with this
coil either. The coupling between the two coils is always
kept tight.
Mr. Slade states that he has
used both Duo-Lateral and
Giblin Rt-mler coils, but he
does not consider they are as
good as the two coils he is
using for short wave reception.
With the above described coils and
the condenser Cl in series he is able
to get American amateur stations on 200 metres anywhere
between 10° and H0° on the
~"
180° condenser coil.
Vernier condenser or lever
attachment on the tuning
condensers is necessary, as
the stations have exceptionally sharp tuning, the
capacity of the hand cutting them
right out altogether.
Mr. Slade intercepts the American
aiateur stations as early as 6.30 p.m.
New Zealand Mean Time, and as late
as 12.30 a.m.

,WHEN USING A LOUD SPEAKER
Never use more amplification than
is necessary.
Remember that clearness is as important as volume.

An operator should not force the
loud speaker to the limit.
Overloading the plates of the ams
pli:fier tubes is unnecessary.

ASSETS
LOWEST RATES

EXCEED

Keep the tube and socket contacts
free from dirt and dust.
Do not expect the loud speaker to
do the work of a one-step amplifier.

£20,000,000

FIRE • ACCIDENT -

Head Office for Australasia: 62 PITT STREET, SYDNEY
C DANVERS, Manager for Australasia

MARINE
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Simple Method
OF

Constructing Grid-Leaks
By

HE

method of construction
herein described will be of interest to experimenters generally, and in cases where the value of
the grid-leak must be finely adjusted
this method is exceptionally valuable. 'I'he materials necessary are a
piece of ebonite or some other similar
insulating material approximately 1-½
inches long and -½ inch wide, the
thickness not being very important,
two machine screws and half a dozen
nuts to suit same. The screws should
be long enough to pass through the
ebonite and leave about half an inch
projecting.

T

Two holes should be drilled
through the ebonite, about 1 inch
apart and as near the centre as posRible, so as to give a neat appearance
to the finished artiele. Then insert
the screws in the holes so the heads
are both on the same side. of the
ebonite, and clamp in position with
a nut on each. The remaining nuts
are used two on each screw for making the connections.
The grid-leak may now be connected to the circuit by a pair of fairly
long leads, so that it may be conveniently moved about for adjn.sting.
After the set has been tuned and signals are coming in as strong as posf\ibk the grid-leak shonld be held

F.

C.

SWINBURNE

over the flame of a lighted candle or
wax match so that a film of soot
( carbon) is deposited on the surface
of the ebonite and the heads of the
screws. As this process is continued
the signal strength will increase up
to a certain maximum, and then decrease again; should 110 increas~ of
signa1 strength tak:3 place, ho,vever,
the experiments should be stopped,
as it is obvious that a grid-leak is
of no advantage to the circuit under
test.
When carbonising the ebonite do
not hold it too long in the flame at
one time, as the ebonite is liable to
become soft and lose its shape if it
becomes too hot, and, in addition, the
surface is liable to burn and become
rough, thus spoiling the appearance,
and the smell of burning ebonite is
decidedly unpleasant. The grid-leak
should be moved about a11 the time
it is in the flame so that the carbon
is evenly deposited on the surface.
Do not hold the leak too low down
in the flame as a small amount of
grease is ·liable to be deposited with
the carbon, and this makes the next
process difficult. Should the value
of the leak be made too low some of
the carbon may be rubbrd off, and
the process repeated until the desired
value is obtained. The correct value
shonld not be judged while the leak

1s hot or in the flame, as the flame
itself may act as a resistance in parallel with the deposited carbon, and,
further, the resistance of the carbon
at high temperatures is considerably
higher than at room temperature.
Grid leaks constructed as described
above are highly efficient, and the
effects noted during their construction are sufficiently interesting to
well repay one for the trouble involved, but as permanent parts of a
set they posses one failing common
to all similar resistances when exposed to the air-they vary slightly
with atmospheric conditions. In
order to overcome the above defect
the following procedure can be adopted with absolute success. After the
grid-leak has been carefully adjusted
to the correct value gently dip it into
a jar containing celluloid film cement
( nsed for the repair of cinematograph films), and then allow to dry,
as it will do in a few minutes. The
dipping should then be repeated until
a fairly thick coating of celluloid has
been deposited all over the grid-leak.
Care shou1d be taken that the leak
is not moved about more than is
necessary to immre that it is properly wet all over when immersed in
the cement, as otherwise some of the
carbon may be washed off, thus alteri11g thr vah1e.
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Radiofun
At considerable expense we have made exclusive arrangements for the regular publication of "Radio Ralf's"
adventures, which will be one of our regular. features.
Hereunder we introduce "Ralf," and in subsequent issues
of "Radio" his many thrilling experiences will be re•
corded, which we believe our readers will enjoy,-Ed.
BY JACK WILSON:

RADIO RALF

THEN HE TOOK UP RADIO
'' Can you explain radio to met''
'' To be sure. . Take heterodyne
action. Suppose that the frequency
of oscillations in the receiving an-

STERLING PLATING & MFG. CO.
(La.t& Stok&s & Sons)

225 CLARENCE ST., SYDNEY,
ELECTRO, SILVER, NICKEL AND BRASS
PLATERS.
All kinds of Lacquering,· Gilding, Bronzing
and Oxidising Done,
'Phone: City 6088,

damped waves possessing a frequency
of 101,000 cycles per second to be
heard.''
"I understand perfectly now."

tenna is 100,000 cycles per .second
when that circuit is in resonance with
passing electro-magnetic waves, it
would require a generator of un-

THE FAMOUS MYERS HIGH-MU VALVE
FILAMENT 4 VOLTS

PLATE 30-40 VOLTS

· · Tliis Valve is the finest Audion Valve on the
market. Those who have tried it will have
nothing else: Its amplifying power is much
}!Yeater than that of the ordinary valve.

Price, 35/•

EDWARD WATERS & SONS
(Esta.blished 1859,)
PATENT ar.d TRADE MARK ATTORNEYS,

905 Culwulla Chambers,
67 CASTLEREAGH ST., SYDNEY.
Tel,: City 1187.

· (And a.t Melbourne),

ELECTRICAL UTILITIES SUPPLY CO.

RADIO HOUSE
6~5 George Street
Mention "Bad.lo" when communicating with . adwrtisers,

SYDNEY.

Gra.duated Dial an,J,
Knob, from 6/6 each.
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Home Study by Radio.
' form its work that the instructions scribe his symptoms to, and obtain
HE Americans have hit on the are clearly heard, not only by the advice from, the Melbourne Hospital.
brilliant idea of broadcasting constable with the receivers against Within three minutes of the first mescollege and university exten- his ears, but also by the other occu- sage being transmitted the Melbourne
sion courses by radio. In an announce- pants of the vehicle. To eliminate · Radio Station had flashed back a prement to the effect that plans are transmission errors as much as pos- scription, which was dispensed from
being formulated to give an efficient sible, messages are repeated several the ship's medicine chest. Thanks to
service to those desirous of studying times. It is highly probable that the this mixture, the officer soon · reat home, it is stated that '' in radio Sydney police will be similarly covered, and! is now an even more enthusiastic advocate of the all-round
education has found a new and pow- equipped in the near future.
utility of radio than ever before.
erful ally. ' '
Radio Defies Storms.
England and Germany are planA Power Plant in a Suit Case.
ning to broadcast similar courses, and
The average person scarcely beseveral prominent institutions of lieves that the violent storms which
Tests recently conducted at the
learning in the United States have from time to time sweep over the Rocky Point Station of the Radio
already made a beginning in that di- ocean, and leave death and destruc- Corporation of America prove that
rection. Perhaps the time is not far tion in their wake, are pi>werlesss to the new high-power vacuum tubes are
distant when would-be students in interfere with the radio messages superior to the cumbersome and exoutback Australia will be able to flashed from ship to ship, and ship to pensive high-frequency alternators
enjoy the advantages of college edu- shore. Ample evidence has, however, now in use for transoceanic radio
cation by the aid of radio.
been adduced in recent months to communication. A special test set
prove that such is the case.
that employed six of the new General
Catching Crooks by Wireless.
At the beginning of the year a suc- Electric Company 20 K.W. tubes, waR
Melbourne may well pride itself on cession of heavy storms, declared to recently put into transatlantic serbeing up __ to date in its method of ' be the worst for twenty years, swept vice without notifying either the
catching crooks. The task of equip- over the. North Atlantic and played sending operators or the receiving
ping the police patrol car with a havoc with shipping time-tables. All operators on the other side of the
radio set to pick up messages when vessels were from one to seven days world. Neither. the foreign operators
patrolling . the city presented many late in making port on both sides of nor the Americans noticed any difdiffculties 'at the outset, but they were the ocean. Throughout the whole ference in the signalR, so it is assumt>rl
successfully overcome. Imagine the time radio remained triumphant over that the signal strength was comparcold shiver which now runs down tile the elements, and messages passed be- able with the alternator Rignal, alspine of the most experienced burglar tween Rhip and shore stations with though the antenna current with the
The needless tubes was only a little over half that
when he realises that at· any ·moment unbroken regularity.
his operations may .be detected by a suspense and suffering which was produced by the alternators.
This is a remarkable achievement,
passer-by and the patrol car come thus obviated is beyond calculation,
sweeping along in response to a wire- in addition to which it removes any particularly when it is borne in mind
doubt as to the practicabi1ity of that the alternators take up almost
less call from · police headquarters.
An opportunity of showing how transmitting radio messages while the the centre floor space of the huge
Rocky Point plant, whereas the tube8
quickly a radio call could be re- .atmosphere_ is disturbed by storms.
which accomplished the same results
sponded to occurred in Melbourne
Medical Advice by Radio.
co~ld almost 9e put in an ordinary
recently. The patrol car was summoned to a shooting affray, and arThe chief officer of the steamer Era. suitcase.
rived . there within six minutes of the probably owes his life to radio. Quite
New Japanese Radio Net.
call being transmitted.
recently, when two days; out on the
The aerial for receiving the com- five days' trip from Hobart to Port
Application for sanction from the
munications is fixed under the hood Pirie, he became seriously ill, and th-~· Japam·se Government to establish a
Of tbl} car1 and S() W(lll QO~~ it per- wirelesii 9flicer was deputed tQ de, wireless · telephone system ·has been-

._4_,.
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made by the Daido Electric rower
Co. or Nagoya, Japan, accordmg to
advices - r_eceived · · by -· the Ui;i.ited ···
States Department of Commerce. The
company propose. to operate this wireless system primarily · for its own
convenience in communicating. with
the var_ioUB st_ations of its electric
light and power system, but its use ;,
may be extended eventually to the
general ·· ~ublic if ·sufficient demand
.
~honld arISe;
.Ail at IJresent planned, the first
wireless statfon ·wm -be built . at
Okuwa, in Nagano Prefecture, on the
Central Japan railway line, from
which point communication will be
established through Nagoya and as
far as Osaka, a distance of over 150
miles.
.
World's Largest Radio Horn.
Idora Park, a public amusement
resort in California, U.S.A., now
boasts possession of the world's
largest radio horn. Measuring thirtyfive feet in length, with an opening
twelve feet square, this horn was recently installed for broadcasting
music received by radio, and is in
imccessful daily operation at the present time.

Equipped with a Magnavox radio at a speed of 100 words a minute in
reproducer and power amplifier, the each direction.
liroa:dcasting· capacity of this ·giganfic - . The signals received at the Eriglisl:).
instrument is sufficie_n t to carry radio end are automatically' relayed· to
music, without .''distortion,'' through- London, and there recorded in Roman
out an area of approximately twenty- ·characters. The English · transmitnine square miles. One thousand feet ting station is automatically operated
of clear aeroplane spruce lumber . from · Radio Rouse, Finsbury, Lonwent into its construction, which in- don.
'
cidentally presented a number of inThe usual ·tel'egrapp.ic rates apply
teresting problems -to the Magnavox to this new service, and messages inengineers by whom it was designed tended for transmission by t};ti_s __route
and buiit.
'
are~accepted at .. all post-.offices.. .. .•
This spectacular "sturi~ ,,..ori. the
part of an enterprising amusement
Radio Urges Hens to Lay More
resort, offers a basic idea which is
Eggs.
capable of really impressive developChickens
like
radio music, and
ment. It is a further indication of
the far-reaching influence of radio on owners of the birds would be more
than repaid by installing radio outthe world's work and play which fits.
· ·
warrants attention.
This is the contention of Jacob J;
Irvine, of Winlock, Washington,
High-Speed Wireless Service
U.S.A.. He experimen~ed along these
Between Swiss and English.
A. new high-speed commercial wire- ljnes on his farm. _
Mr. Irvine installed a radio set in
less service between Switzerland and
England is being carried on by sta- his chicken house, which shelters
tions which have been specially 6,000 hens. - .A survey revealed that
erected for the purpose by the Mar- the number of eggs laid had increased
coni Company in Switzerland and on an average from 58 to 78 from
England, capable of handling traffic every 100 chickens.

The Largest.. Ship
•
ID the World
the . White Star Liner

"MAJESTIC "
Uses Exide

-

.,

Batteries for her
Installation

\
J!xiOe
~!:!.~-~
BATTERIES

Wireless

No finer testimony to the general
reliability of Exides, and their particular
suitability for Wireless Work, could be
given.
CLIFTON JUNCTION, near MANC_~ESTER '
57 VICTORIA ST., LONDON. S.W. I
BELMONT BUILDINGS. 15 CASTLEREAGH ST.,
SYDNEY, N.S.W.
Obtainable at all "Exide" Service Stations Throughout Australasia.
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Wireless Institute of Australia
NEW SOUTH WALES DIVISION.
HE Annual Dinner of this Division
was held at the Pekin Caff, Sydney, on Tuesday evening, March
20, and a most convivial time was
spent.
Owing to pressure of business,
the President (Mr. C. P. Bartholomew)
was unable to attend, so Mr. F. Basil Cooke
(Vice-President) was Chairman for the
evening.
A most excellent menu was arranged by
the Council, ea.ch course being appropriately coupled with radio terms and members names. It is reprinted hereunder:
MENU:
Oscillating Olives
Souperegenerative Soup, with Grid Leeks
Crocker Dial Soup
Single Slide Oysters
Knob and Dial Pie
Flat,. Top Beef
Perried Rice
Mjri1,a,.Yed Marrow
Stowed Sauce
Ci:Jo.lfed Carrots
Unearthed Potatoes
Broadcasted Beans
Tickler Tarts
Eddy Currents
Aerial Waters for small capacities
Quenching Beer for larger capacities
·
(50 farads and upwards)
Singing Spark Cigarettes

T

The toasts of the evening were:
The King.
The Institute (proposed by Mr. S. E.
Tatham, responded by Mr. I<'.
Basil Cooke).
The Visitors (proposed by Mr. P. Renshaw, responded by Messrs. W. T.
Crawford, W. M. Maclardy, R.
Steane and S. E. Tatham).
·when proposing the toast of "The Institute" Mr. Tatham briefly outlined the
progress of amateur wireless in Australia
during the past twelve months, and instanced the many changes that had taken
place
"Last year," said Mr. Tatham,
"there were only .about three experimental
wireless bodies in Sydney, but to-day there
is, in addition to several city clubs. a club
in practically every one of the leading
suburbs around Sydney, as well as other
States. Where last year there were only
two or three firms retailing exparimental
wireless apparatus, at the present time
there are at least twenty firms handling
goods for wireless enthusiasts. I think,"
continued Mr. Tatham, "that that is evidence of the great progress amateur wireless has made since your last Annual
Dinner, and I hope that the progress will
be such during the ensuing year that at
your next Annual Dinner your member-

ship will have increased to such proportions that you will have six tables instead
of one."
Mr. Tatham then told the gathering of
his impressions of wireless work generally in Canada and the United States of
America gained during a recent business
trip. He described a visit to the highpower trans-ocean wireless stations of the
Radio Corporation of America that communicate direct from San Francisco to
Honolulu and Japan. At each point there
are two stations, one for receiving and one
for transmitting, the former being situated
40 miles and the latter 65 miles from San
Francisco, the distance between the two,
being approximately 45 miles. These stations are operated direct from the heart
of San Francisco by means of a .long distance control, and so heavy is the traffic
handled that they work duplex practically
all the time. As for broadcasting this was
a great innovation in practically every
home in America, and although there was
great confusion "in the air" some time ago
the various broadcasters .had got together,
and now all stations work to a schedule.
"In Los Angeles," said Mr.· Tatham, "quite
recently several of the leading broadcasting stations joined forces, scrapped their
stations, and built one big station, and

STROMBERG-CARLSON
SUPER

No. 2-A Radio .Headset

SENSITIVE

Why buy a cheap inferior set when you can obtain a high efficiency No. 2-A
at half the cost of an equal set. It is built by Telephone Manufacturers of 30
years' standing,
DURABLE, COMI:<'ORTABLE, ACCURATELY REPRODUCES VOICE and MUSIC. Permanent adjustment, unaffected by climatic and
temperature changes. Also RADIO PLUGS and JACKS; MICROPHONES, all
types.
Ask your dealer or write us direct.

Aust.

L. P. R BEAN &CO. LTD., 229 Castlereagh St., Sydney Reps.
Interstate:-BRISBANE: S, H. Smith, Radio House.
ADELAIDE: Chas, Atkins & Co,
PERTH: T, Muir & Co,, 99 William Street.

llte!lt/9n ''R.adio" when commullicatin8' with advertisers,
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since this ha:;i been operating there has
been a marked improvement in the service and mueh "jamming" has been eliminated." Great work is done by members of the American Radio Relay League,
he stated, and some of the members have
magnificent stations.
.
Mr. Basil Cooke in responding cordially
thallked Mr. Tatham for the American
mdio information he had given members,
alllo for his good wishes for the Institute's
welfare.· Mr. Cooke, too, hoped that the
coming year would be a prosperous one
for the Institute, and desired to see a much
bigger gather:ng at the next Annual
Dinner.
Mr. Renshaw, In proposing the toast of
"The Visitors" (Messrs. Crawford, Tatham,
Maclardy an<l Steane) very heartily welcomed them as the Institute's guests, and
then outlined the work of the Institute during the preceding year. Mr ..Renshaw said:
"I wish to. Impress upon. our visitors that
the Institute is not, as has been stated in
some quarters, connected, governed or Influenced by any party, parties, company or
organisation. The Institute is governed by
its own council, and its aim Is to further
the interests o_f wireless experimenters."
In conclusion, Mr. Renshaw said he hoped
that the visitors would be with them
again next year.
In responding to the toast of "The
Visitors," Mr. W. T. Crawford (Government Radio Inspector) thanked Mr. Renshaw for the he.arty welcome extended.
He then explained the matter of honorary
radio inspectors being appointed to assist
in having the regulations complied with,
and brought to members' attention the
number of unlicensed stations there must
be, and also the number of licensed stations that are breaking the-regulations. A
lot of experimenters are using valves and
allowing the:in to "howl," thus causing
interference with other stations.
Mr.
Crawford also pointed out that e.xperim_ental wave lengths should be kept down
to 425 metres, as above that they are liable
to Interfere with commercial work on 460
metres.
In conclusion, he stated that wireless
experimenters are a great asset to Australia. and in the course of his duty in
examining amateurs for valve licenses he
found that their knowledge of wireless
and telegraphic speed was very good; in
fact, far above expectations.
Mr. W. M. Maclardy (Wireless Weekly)
also responded, and fully agreed with Mr.
Crawford's remarks regarding experimenters observing, ·regulations. Mr. Maclardy also stressed unity of experimenters,
and considered that they would achieve far
more abiding by regulations and working
collectively than proceeding haphazardly
individually.
Mr. S·teane, a visitor from the Victorian
Division, also responded. and stated that
very good results were being achieved with
honorary radio inspectors in Melbourne.
Mr. Malcom Perry, in the course of a
speech, welcomed back to the Institute one
of its oldest members and a former president, Mr. Spencer Nolan. Mr. Perry said
he remembered back in the old days when
Mr. Nolan had a 6-inch spark coil and a
rotary spark gap-operated by water power,
Which W&.s considered to be bqth 11, unique
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and an efficient arrangement in thol!le
days.
The first thing Mr. Nolan did when responding was to correct Mr. Perry by saying: "It was not a 6-inch coll I had, but
a 12-inch." (Laughter.} He then said he
was · pleased to be among the Institute
members once again, and hoped to see
them more frequently in the future.
The pleasant evening concluded with
everybody joining hands and :iinging "Auld
Lang Syne."
SOUT H AUSTRALIAN DIVISION.
The March meeting of the above Society was held at the University of Adelaide on Wednesday, March 7.
The President (Mr. Hambly Clarke)
mentioned the recent visit of the Radio
Inspector (Mr.· Martin), who emphasised
the fact that no circuit capable of
energizing the aerlal was permissable
under the existing regulations. In · his
remarks Mr. Clarke mentioned that interference to local telephony sometlmeA
occurs. Some very fine programmes are
presented which are often marred by oscillating valves. Fortunately, however, this
trouble seems to be cut down to a very
appreciable extent now.
Mr. Bland supplemented the President's
remarks by exhibiting and explaining cir-
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to secure a suitable room, where it Is hoped
t o instal the transmitting and receiving
sets, and also carry out the construction
of apparatus. practical demonstr~tions,
etc.
WAVERLEY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.
The meetings during the past couple of
months have been largely attended. The
Club is now open on Tuesday nights for
buzzer practice and technical discussions.
Additional me.mbers have been enrolled,
and a boom Is anticipated in the near
future.
Messrs. Howell and Lavington have
been appointed delegates to the Radio Ar.sociatlon of New South Wales . .
The Club's new tuner has be.en. Installed,
and is working in a most satisfactory
manner, all the Australian and New Zealand coast stations and ships being copied
easily on one valve. Several concerte have
also been received.
After a great deal of discussion It has
been practically decided to install a single
tube transmitting set with an electrolytic
rectifier. When funds permit a two-valve
rectifier and more power tubes will be
added.
The Club has also entered for the TransPacific Tests, and for some time to come
its activities will be concentrated in preparing for this .event. All communications
regarding the Club should be addressed to:
G. ·Thomson, 87 McPherson Street. Waverley.
ILLAWARRA RADIO CLUB.
Excellent attendances have been a feature · of this Club's meetings during the
past few months.
(Oonttnuea on. Page 19.)

E V E RYTHING
IN

WIRELESS
3 SPECIALS.
MARRICKVILLE RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE.
Back: Mr, McQuoid (Committee), Mr. Ed·
wards (Treasurer), Mr. Allworth (VicePresident), Mr. G. Round (Technical Com•
mittee), Mr. F. -A. Scott (President), Mr.
R. G. Ellis (Honorary Secretary). Sitting:
Mr. S. Farrell (Committee), Mr. Walton
(Vice-President). Ladies:" Miss M. Ellis
and Miss C. O'Bri.en (Committee).

cults that comply with the above rule. He
drew a number of practical circuits utilising one or two valves which have been
proved to be of exceptional merit.
Mr. R. B. Caldwell then described and
exhibited an easy method of receiving from
the A.C. lighting mains. By means of an
ordinary adaptor and a length of flex It is
possible to couple an ordinary receiving
set, without any_ further apparatus, direct
to the mains and obtain excellent results
with both crystal and valves.
A general discussion followed the lectures.
.
A s1Jec;-ial ci;,mmitte~ have been appointed

1. The famous genuine "Baldwin"
mica diaphram, amplifying Head
sets. Recognised- as the perfect
Concert 'phone. Price £4/18/6.
2. Thordarson Audio - frequency
Transformers; totally· shielded with
aluminium •casing. Ratio 6 to 1. . .
Price_ £2.
3. Westinghouse W.D.-11 Dry Cell
Tube-the Valve that every experimenter has been waiting for. Operates · from
H volt dry cell-no
h eavy Storage "A" Battery required.
THE Valve for the portable set.

a

Our Experts will be 'pleased to assist
the
Amateur· with
his
Radio
Problems.

The Universal Efectric Co.
244 Pitt Street, Sydney.
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When Radio Enters · the Home ···
What It Will Mean

to

Rural Australia

A Peep into the Near Future
O one who has followed the truly
remarkable progress made by
rijdio during the past few
years can doubt that the time
is close at hand when, by means
of radio telephony, thousands · of
homes throughout Australia will
be · brought into intimate touch
with the outside world. In seeking
for an object lesson as to how far
the broadcasting of concerts, news,
weather report.s and other items will
go towards improving the lot of the
people living in isolated districts we
cannot do better than ·turn · to
America. With their usual enterprise in making the most of any invention or discovery which looks like
making life easier and pleasanter,
and business more profitaple, the
Americans have exploited the possibilities of radio broadcasting to its
full\est iextent. Not only have receiving sets been installed in tens
of thousands of homes for the entertainment of the inmates, but banks
and other big institutions have installed transmitting and receiving
set.s for the express purpose of providing a service of practical value to
their numerous clients. The most
specialised farm broadcasting in
America to-day is carried out by the
leading banking institutions, which
send out the latest market reports
daily to their country clients, thus
enabling them to forward their produce to market when the best prices
are ruling-. Not content with that. a
service has also been arranged !by
which the latest weather report.s and
other items of intense lor.al interest
are received at the head offices of the
banks and posted on boards for the
information of country customers
who may be in town. America thus
teaehes a lesson to Australia. Here
country folk visiting the capital cities
have to rely on the scanty information posted outside the G.P.O. to
apprise them of the weather conditions prevailing in the different dist:rfotEJ, 'l'h.~!J~ mar see:m imrnn thingEJ

N

in their way, but they are of vital
interest to those concerned, and the
country which pays most attention to
them is on the high road towards ensuring national prosperity through
the agency of rural settlement.
To obtain an even more arresting
picture of what a radio broadcasting
service will mean to thousands of
homes in outback Australia, it is only
necessary to visualise the tremendous
boon which the general adoption of
motor cars, telephones, mail services,
etc., has been to those·who have dedicated their lives to pioneering work ·
in the "great outback." Prior to the
introduction of motor cars any district not directly on a railway line
had to be content with a transport
service conducted by slow, if sure,
horse or bullock teams. The coming
of the "buzz waggon" altered that.

Similarly, the introduction of· telephones and the establishment of mail
services helped, within limitations, to
destroy 'the hitherto hopeless isolation inseparable from rural settlement. It now remains for radio, the
greatest discovery of- all time, to
bridge the gap separating country
from city in a way which no other
means of communication can hope to
equal, let alone excel.
.. ·
The stately mansion situated in
·close proximity to the city and the
more humble abode out on the edge
of the Never Never will be put on
an equal footing, so far as communication is concerned, when ~adio
broadcasting becomes an established
fact in Australia.
Briefly, the lines on which it is
anticipated broadcasting will be conducted in the Commonwealth will

"Wide World" Photo.
EXTREMES IN RECEIVING SETS.
All manner of shapes, sizes and sorts of receiving sets were exhibited
at the Radio Exhibition held in New York recently, but not the least
important and interesting seen there were the quar-tette shown above.
The big set is of ivory and gold, and cost ove·r $1,000. Ralph Moore
(left) is holding his home-made apparatus made with a cigar box.
Htmry Wolf (6 years old) has one made from a pocket book, Charles
·
H11~, {right> hll~ !I nt made in a match box,
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SOCIETY OF MODEL
ENGINEERS' ANNUAL

EXHIBITION
of

WORKING MODELS
at the
MASONIC HALL, SUMMER HILL,
near Sydney, on

APRIL 27th and 28th, 1923.
B.lng City 8398 for particulars,

HUGHES & CO.
CIVIL a1id NA VAL TAILORS
SPECIALISTS IN NAVAL
AND

Mercantile Marine _Uniforms
All work executed on our premises

BY EXPERTS

One Quality Only-The Best

70-72 Erskine Street, SYDNEY
Established 1882

BACON·&Co. Ltd.
ENGRAVERS
BLOCK MAKERS
and . ·.

ILLUSTRATORS- ·· -··

31a PlTT STREET

SYDNEY
'P~one: City 4837

probably be similar to those obtaining in England. The issue of
the regulations governing this phase
of the matter will define the position,
which, in effect, will be that companies willing and able to· undertake
broadcasting will be obliged to conform to certain laws regarding the
manufacture and sale of apparatus.
A standard type of receiving set will
be manufactured, which, for all practical purposes, will be foolproof.
Whether the purchaser lives in close
proximity to Sydney or any other
broadcasting centre, or hundreds of
miles away, . makes no di,fference.
Each set will be equipped and adjusted according to the distance over
which it will have to receive, and in
this way the purchaser will have an
absolute guarantee of service.
Simple Sets.
Each set will be simplicity itself, and
it can be definitely stated that anyone
able to manipulate an ordinary phonograph or a player-piano will be quite
at home with a radio receiving set. No
technical or mechanical skill whatsoever is neerled, and the few simple
adjustments which have to be carried
out when it is desired to operate the
set will be sc clearly explained that
a child could follow them.
The
erection of the aerial will be equally
simple-just a single wire running
from two elevated points, the higher
· the better. · ·. · · · ·
What It Will Oost:
It necessarily follows that the cost
of a set to receive, say, ·over 500
miles, will be slightly higher than one
operating over a quarter or half that
. distance. This is accounted · for by
the fact that while one valve may
suffice over the shorfer distance, two
or more will be required when receiving over a greater ·range; In any
case, the cost of. the whole outfit, even
for the longest" distances, will not exceed that paid for a:ri average· gramophone. Included in this amouut will
be the cost of the annual license for
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receiving the broadcast programmes.
A percentage of this sum will go to
the broadcasting company to recoup
it for the expense incurred, and the
remainder will go to the Government.
Broadcasting Programmes.
It is confidently anticipated that
the Australian public will expect
only the very highes_t class of vocal
and instrumental items to be broadcasted for their entertainment. Bearing this in mind, it can be said with
equal confidence that nothing but the
best will be offered. them, regardless
of expense.
Programmes ·of the
various itenis to be broadcasted will
be published daily, and all interested
will know at exactly what hour the
music, weather and market reports,
etc., will be sent out.
When the scheme is properly organised it is highly probable that in
order to reach even the most distant
centres, stations will be established ia
various parts of the country. The
music, etc., from the chief broadcasting centre will be transmitted to
these stations over special telephone
wires, and from there radiated over
the district to be served. This will
ensure a service of the very highest
quality at a minimum of expense to
those living in isolated localities. The
truly wonderful sensation of hearing
the human voice coming out of space,
with all the clearness and quality
that one is accustomed to in a faceto-face conversation, will be one not
easily forgotten. It is something
which will grip Australians as it has
gripped the people of other countries.
'fhere will, however, · be this difference. The confusion and chaos
which characterised the commencement of broadcasting in those countries, notably America, will be absent
here. The delay in framing regula
tiom; and perfecting an ·organisation
which some people are complaining
of will later on be recognised as having been well worth while. 0

A New Radio Set Sells an Old
House.
There are 1,500,000 radio receiving
Unable to dispose of an old house
sets in use in the United States, esti- in Dallas, Texas, an enterprising real
mates the National Radio Chamber of estate operator installed the very
Commerce. Within the next five latest radio receiving set in it, and so
in the leading paper..
years this figure will increase to advertised
From the dozens of offers that poured
.6,500,000, says the same authority . . in he selected one that enabled him
That is about equal to the number of to dispose of the property at a good
price.
phonographs iu use to-day.
1,500,000 Radio Sets . .
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Letters

This is the first list of call letters of Australian and
New Zealand ship and land stations.
In subsequent
issues of "Radio" fur-ther lists will appear, all of which
should be preser-ved so that r-eader-s will have a complete
list of both local and overseas stations.-Ed.

VHA
VHB

s.s. Hobart.
s.s. Lev nka.
VHD s.s. Kanowna.
VHE s.s. Karoola.
VHF s.s. Bombala.
VHG s.s. Ernita.
VHH s.s. Erornanga.
VHI s.s. Iron Baron.
VHJ s.s. Erriba.
VHK s.s. W odonga.
VHL s.s. D-irnboola.
VHM s.s. Kangaroo.
VHN s.s. Katoomba.
VHO s.s. Canberra.
VHP s.s. N airana.
VHQ s.s. F'·iona.
VHR s.s. Flora,
VHS s.s. Lady Loch.
VHT s.s. Montoro.
VHU s.s. Mataram.
VHV s.s. Y ankal-illa.
VHW s.s. W yandra.
VHX s.s. Victoria.
VHY s.s. Ulimaroa.
VHZ s.s. Buldina.
VIA Adelaide Radio.
VIB Brisbane Radio.
VIC Cooktown Radio.
YID Darwin Radio.
VIE Esperance Radio.
VIF W oodlark Island Radio.
VIG Port Moresby Radio.
VIII Hobart Radio.
VI I
Thursday Island Radio.
VIJ Samarai Radio.
VIK s.s. Time.
VIL Flinders Island Radio.
VIM Melbourne Radio.
VIN Geraldton Radio.
VIO Broome Radio.
VIP Perth Radio.
VI Q s.s. Bnninyong.

VIR
VIS
V I '1'
YIU
VIV
VIW
VIX
VJA
VJB
VJC
VJD

VJE

V J _B7
VJG
V ,J H
VJI
VJJ
VJK

VJL
VJM
VJP

VJQ
VJR

VJS
VJ 'r

VJV

VJW
VJY

VJZ

VKA

VKB

VKC
VKD
VKE
V K _B7
VKG
VKH
.. V KI
VKJ
VKK

VKL
V K M

Rockhampton Radio.
Sydney Radio.
Townsville Radio.
Kieta Radio.
Madang Radio.
\Vyndham Radio
Misima Radio.
s.s. Riverina.
s.s. W estralia.
s.s. Z ealandia.
s.s. Bingera.
s.s. Cooma.
s.s. Marinda.
s.s. W yreerna.
s.s. Loongcrna.
s.s. Suva.
s.s. Al'arncic.
s.s. Gilgai.
s.s. W erribee.
s.s. Lilabarna.
s.s. Bulla.
s.s. Boonah.
s.s. Bararnbah.
s.s. Bukara.
s.s. Boorara.
s.s. Araluen.
s.s. Dongarra.
s.s. Mindini.
Rabaul Radio.
s.s. Barunga.
s.s. M erriwa.
s.s. Milluna.
s.s. Aldinga.
s.s. Aroona.
s.s. Aeon.
s.s. Wear.
s.s. Saras.
s.s. Mallina .
s.s. Chronos.
s,s. Centnry.
s.s. M onaro.
s.s. W oolgar.

VKN Navy Office, Melbourne.
VKO H.M.A.S. Cerberus.
VKP Flinders Naval Base.
VKQ Garden Island Base.
VKR Cockburn Sound Base.
VKS Port Stephens Base.
VK'l' Nauru Radio.
VKU s.s. Parattah.
VKV s.s. Arawatta.
V KW s.s. Cedwia.
VKX s.s. Goulburn.
VKY s.s. jJforsi11a.
VKZ s.s. B urwah.
VLA Awanui Hadio.
VLB A warua Radio.
VLC Cliatham Islands.
VLD Auckland Radio.
VLH s.s. Kaiapoi.
VLI s.s. K aitangata.
VLQ s.s. Kanna.
VLS s.s. Jlrl apoill'ika.
V L '1' s.s. Kaitn11a.
VLW Wellington Hadio.
VLX s.s. Tutanekwi.
VLY s.s. Paloona.
VMA s.s. Arahilra.
VMB s.s. Karori.
VMC s.s. Kanri.
VMD s.s. Koromiko.
VME s.s. Rakunoa.
V l\iI F s.s. Tarawera.
VMG Apia Radio.
VMH s.s. Terawhit-i.
VMI s.s. Rewa.
VML s.s. Whangape.
VMM s.s. M onowai.
VMN s.s. Katoa.
VMO s.s. W aipori.
VMP s.s. W anaka.
VMR Raratonga Radio.
VMX s.s. Rotoinahana.
VMZ s.s. Mararoa.

FUSES
All electrical irn;tallatious are protected b,r fuses and circuit breakers.
If your accumulator is shorted for
any length of time and the conneet,ing wires do not melt considerable
damage will be done to the accumulator. Therefore, insert a small piece

of fmw wire in the A battery leads ;
the easiest method is to take one
strand of wire out of a pit•ce of lightiug flrxible, remove tlw lea(l bar joining two cellf, of the accmm1lator ancl
replace the connection with the fine

strand of wn·e. 1f a short cireuit
occurs the small strand of wire ,vill
melt, and the accumulator will be
automatically cut out. The same advice also applies to the }~igh-tension
battery.
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The Remington
Portable
can be employed in happy
combination with the Radio
Outfit. As a medium for reproducing into permanent form
the messages and news received
from the Ether, it is indispensable.
Its wonderful turn of speed
enables it to respond to the
most exacting demands, and its
duplicating capacity permits of
twelve impressions being taken
in one operation. As a Stencil
Cutter, it is unsurpassed.
It is Standard in excellence,
Portable in price.
Can be obtained for £19 19s.
Easy terms if desired.
FROM

STOTT & HOARE Ltd.
86 Pitt Street (nr. G.P.O.) ,

SYDNEY.

THE

House for
Electrical
Supplies

D. Hamilton
& CO. LTD.

283 Clarence St., Sydney

A transmitting and receiving licence has
been granted to Mr. C. A. Gorman on be-·
half of the Club, and great activity is now
being displayed in putting the station in
proper working order. Renewed Interest
amongst members is certain to be evinced
once the sets are in operation.
One highly interesting lecture delivered
before members recently was that on
"Crystals," by Mr. Watkin-Brown. Mr.
Brown's knowledge of mineralogy and
crystallography enabled him to explain
many interesting facts concerning crystals,
which do not, as a rule, enter into t he
considerations of the average amateur, and
the information gained was greatly appreciated.
At a later meeting Mr. Gorman lectured
on "Experimental Wireless from 1911 to
1923," in the course of which he related
some interesting f~cts concerning the doings of experimenters of some ten years
a g o. He produced a log showing the numerous stations heard and worked. including
Macquarie Island (MQI), which was consistently logged---a record for those days.
Mr. Gorman concluded with a reference
to recent valve experiments, pointing out
the great results which are being achieved
through the use of radio frequency amplification.
The April meetings of the Club will be
held on the evenings of the 12th and 26th.
The Secretary's address is Mr. W. D.
Graham, 44 Cameron Street, Rockdale.
NO RTH SYDNEY RADIO CLUB.
The members of the above Club have
been exceedingly busy during the past
month. Much practical work has been
undertaken, and in addition a fine series
of lectures have engaged members" attention. Mr. C. McClure lectured on "C.W
Receivers," and Mr Raymond McIntosh in
a series of three disc01\rses 11lealt exhaustively with "Amplification." The last
lecture was devoted· solely to the Armstrong super-regenerative receiver.
LEICH H ARDT AND DISTRl~T RADIO
SOCIETY.
The membership · of this Club Is gradu.. ally increasing, due to the fact that business of interest to all radio experimenters
is regularly served up.
Mr. w. J. Zech delivered two lectures
during February, the first on "Inductance"
and the second on "The Condenser and
its Uses"
Mr. F. Thompson also lectured on""Alternating Currents."
Members expressed their lteenest appreciation of the information gleaned from
these lectures. ·
The Society has now been in existence
six months. and judging by its record
will accomplish much useful work before
the year is out.
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ings, and the office-bearers include two
radio mechanics, whose advice and assistance regarding the construction of apparatus is always eagerly availed of by
members.
The Club receiving set will be In operation in the near future. A publicity and
entertainment committee has taken charge
of social matters, and a dance Is to be
held at an_ early date.
The Secretary (Mr. R . G. Ellis) is
thoroughly experienced in radio matters.
He was apprenticed to the trade eleven
years ago, and later served with the Wireless Squadron in India, Egypt and Arabia
during the war
Can It be wondered that a Club so well
equipped with competent and enthusiastic
officers should make the excellent progress
which has marked the Marrickvllle's
Club's existence?
MA NLY RADIO CLU B.
The Manly and District Radio Club was
formed on February 26 under circumstances which tested t h e enthusiasm and
initiative of all who made up their minds
to be present.
Firstly, heavy showers of rain made outdoor conditions unpleasant, and, seconc;lly,
the failure of the electric light rendered
It necessary to use candles to light the hall.
But neither the rain nor the poor illumination affected the enthusiasm of those present, and when the meeting was well in
progress, under t he able chairmanship of
Mr. F. C. Swinburne (one ·of the promoters of the Club), the "juice" once more
consented to flow, and the room was flooded
with light.
After the objects of the meeting had been
explained, and the desirability of forming
a club affirmed, the various matters incldental thereto were decided by the meeting.
Twenty-seven members joined the buzzer
class, which it wM decided should be held
every Wednesday evening.
The election of officers resulted as follows: President: Mr. F. C. Swinburne.
Vice-President: Mr. A. Brown. Secretary:
Mr. O. Sandel. Treasurer: Mr. F. Clark.
Committee: Messrs. M. Dixon, C. Crocker
and B. Symes.
At the first General Meeting of the
Club, held on March 5, the business co~slsted of a lantern lecture on the world s
high-power wireless stations by Mr. F.
C. Swinburne. The lecturer dealt with his
subject In a lucid <!-nd interesting manner,
and the large audience WM enabled to
appreciate the scope and dimensions of
radio work In different parts of the world.

KUR ING -GAI RA DIO SOCi ETY.
Excellent progress has marked the
activities of the above Club since the inaugural meeting early In December. The
membership is now close to the fifty mark,
and at the steady rate of · progress being
achieved; it should soon be doubled.
M A RRIC KV ILLE AND DISTRICT
At the fir st meeting In March Mr. R.
RADIO CLU B.
Hill lectured on valve circuits, in the course
The radio enthusiasts of Marrickvllle · of which he explained all about high and
and District have not been slow to show low frequency amplification.
The Society has joined up with· the
their appreciation of the above Club. The
newly-formed Radio Association of New
membership is constantly increasing, and
now includes several ladles: A qualified South Wales, and on a ballot being taken
Mr. Renshaw was elected as delegate.
wireless operator Is present a t all meet-
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The ·Link That Will Bind
Direct Radio Service to Englarld

.
F

Last Barrier Removed

EELINGS of relief and satis- vote considerably· more ·space to pub- a serious ~ position. arises. A direct
faction were felt . on all sides lishing ,news matt.er calc:ulated to radio service will obviate thIS possi.~
·
sides at the recent announce- bring the peoples Qf. the different bility, mainly because the- stations
ment that the British Government countries into· closer and more inti- will b~ located in a position practi
had decided to allow private enter~ ·mate touch~ Isolation· breeds mis- cally immune from attack, and once1
prise to erect radio stations in Eng- understanding and .distrust; to say the messages are transmitted their
land, capable of transmitting direct nothing of perpetuating in. .the minds safe reception follows as a matter of
with overseas countries. For many ·of the ·people of-the British Isles an course. .
months the question was in abeyance, 'ignorance regar~ing··t~e possibilities
Australia may well · congratulate
and beyond an admission that the
"Government was considering the
matter," the Prime Minister (Mr.
·Bonar Law) would make no definite
·statement. Now that the issue ·is decided, and the path ahead quite clear,
those interested .in spreading the network of radio between the most scattered portions of the British Empire
may be expected to get busy.
.
The next two years should witness
unprecedented activity in the erection and operation of high-power
radio stations. Once that becomes an
accomplished fact the few remaining
doubtful ones regarding the value of
an inter-Empire radio service will
li.ave their . fears dispelled.
Most
people are aware of the partnership
existing between the Australian Government and Amalgamated Wireless
(Aust.), Ltd., for the conduct of a
direct high-power wireless service between Australia and England. Busi'"Wlae World" Photo.
ness men in both countries rejoice
that the inauguration of this service
PULLING TEETH BY WIRE(ESS.
will mean a one-third reduction in
One of the lateet accomplishments of the radio ·world is that of pulling
the present cost of cabling, added to
aching teeth. Dr. A. E. Wood, of the s,s, "America" recently directed a
successful operation of this nature at sea, the first in the history of
which the messages will be handled
wireless. Photograph shows the surgeon and the ship's wireleaa officer
with a consistency .. and. , ,despatch
sending directions,
which the best organised cable service could never hope to equal. This
cost-cutting
will
unquestionably and aspirations of Australia, which herself that . in a comparatively short
stimulate business at the very outset, is as regrettable as it is harmful.
time she will be placed in- a forefront
The defence of the British Empire position s·o far as up-to-date commumainly because of the in,creased facilities it will afford for, ascertaining is . also another matter definitely . nication with other parts of the world
the requirements of the different linked up with the -establishment of is concerned. No fears need be felt
countries.
· long-distance radio services:
The as to the ultimate success of the venFurthermore, the · wireless trans- cable lines invariably receive the at- ture, and it is safe t_o pr~phesy that
mission of news at a cheaper rate tention of the enemy immediately on a few years himce people. will wonder
than at present will enable the daily the· outbreak of war, and once this how anf progr_ess worth mentioning
newspapers in both countries to de- means of communication is severed was ach1ev_ed without the aid of radio.
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The Deaf Hear
Faith-Healing Outd~ne
Radio to the Rescue
Radio already has a: long record whatsoever was unknown to them. It
of service in the cause of humanity is easy to imagine, therefore, their
to its credit, and one expects from unbounded joy at being able to hear
day to: day to hear of something even the signals which were transmitted
more wonderful being achieved.
through the ether and became audible
Most experiments and discoveries in the receivers clasped over the chilstand to the credit of overseas re- dren's ears. This feeling was not
search, but it is refreshing to know confined to the children; it was
that one of the most wonderful uses shared equallj by the parents and all
to which radio has yet been put was who have an intimate knowledge of
undertaken in Melbourne recently by the unhappy plight of these who are
Amalgamated Wireless (Aust.), Ltd., denied the joy of hearing the voice
in CO!J.junction wit_h the Deaf and and other sounds, which mean so
Dumb- Institute. Twelve children, much to every human being.
whose ages ranged from ·eleven to six:
Those responsible for the Melteen years, were chosen for . the . ex- hourne experiment were highly gratiperiment. A number of them had fied at the results achieved. The fact
been deaf fr.om birth, and the sen- that· children who had never pre-·
sation of ever having enjoyed the viously enjoyed the gift of hearing
sense of hearing in any shape or form were able to distinguish the radio

signals opens up a field for investigation which may possibly be attended: by the1 [most important results. About the time the Melbourne
experiments were carried out similar
efforts tp break down the barrier of
deafness were undertaken in London.
There, too, a great measure of success was achieved. A small boy, who
had been deaf from birth, described
mmric as sweet and harsh sounds.- He
excitedly beat time to the rhythm of
a fox trot, and then defined the differences between the sound of the
human voice and music.
One need not be an optimist to
visualise the revolution which is
likely to occur in medical circles if,
as is highly probable, deafnesss can
be overcome by the use of radio.
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You will encounter many features which exceed your expectation---never one that falls below them.
..;

The car might have beauty without comfort or comfort without either beauty or economy-but
when owners find all three combined in a high degree it is easy to understand their extraordinary
enthusiasm. The maintenance_ cost is a source of real satisfaction to the owner. The consumption of petrol is light, and the tyre expense is reasonable, because the size of the tyres is right
for the weight J)f the car.
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19, an.d those present included: Mr. Alfred Hospital, is now recuperating •
F. W. Larkins (representing Amal- at Katoomba, New South Wales.
Mr. H. J. Byrne is now Wireless
gamated
Wireless, Ltd.), Captain S.
MR. L. L. MEREDITH
Toombs (representing Radio Tele- · Officer of s.s. Karoola in place of Mr.
Wireless men throughout Australia, · graphists' Institute), Mr. A. R. Man- N.- Marshall, who has resigned and
New Zealand and other parts of the cer (Marconi Schools of Wireless), Mr. taken up a shore position. Mr. Byrne
world will be sorry to read that Mr. S. E. Tatham: (The Wireless Press), was attached to s.s. Gengarra ( City
Llewellyn L. Meredith, late Traffic Mr. A. Vipan (Technical Department Line) for eight years, and has just
Amalgamated Wireless), Messrs. P . . completed a voyage to the United
M. Farmer ·and W. H. C. Phillips Kingdom on s.s. Bulla.
(Inspectors, Traffic Department) ;
Mr. H. H. Jeremy, who for the past
Sub-Inspectors T. A. Jones (s.s . eighteen months was Chief- Wireless
Katoomba), H . Johnson (s.s. Kan- Telegraph Officer on s.s. Gorgon, has
owna), A Beard (s.s. Victoria); Wire- been relieved by Mr. M. L.- Robertless Operators: J. W. Mackay, G. son, of the Echuca, and is·now standPow, F. A. Cooke, J. F. McGinley, T. ing by in Sydney.
0. Sexton, E. F. Hayes; Mr. De LaurMr. Gordon Ross, who was landed
ence, of Cronulla, N.S.W., and Mr. S. from s.s. Charon critically ill with
malignant malaria, is now progressing
Stacey, of Stacey & Co, Sydney.-.
The many wireless men who came satisfactorily at his home in South
in contact with the late Mr. Meredith Perth, Western Australia.
will well re~ember him for his great ·
Mr. J. Gilligan has transferred
personality, and being a very popular from s.s. Mallina to s.s. Moira.
man, he had a wide circle of frien(is
Mr. E. H.· Pollard has transferred
quite out.side the wireless sphere al- from ,s.s. Eastern to s.s. Arawatta.
together.
Mr. T. Bearup, for many months
·On our own and their behalf we stationed at Kooweerup Experimental
extend the deepest sympathy to his Station, has now been transferred to
family, who reside in England, in s.s. Coorna.
Manager of Amalgamated Wireless their sad bereavement.
Mr. H. Taylor has returned from
(A/sia), Ltd., passed away in Sydney
sick leave, and has joined s.s. St.
on March 18, and it is with very deep
Albans.
·
regret that we record his death in
Mr.
R.
H. Alexander has now
WIRELESS OFFICERS'
these columns.
severed connection with Amalgamated
The late Mr. Meredith was born in
MOVEMENTS
Wireless, and is shortly proceeding to
London on February 24, 1885, and
Rhodesia.
;
first became associated in commercial
Mr. T.· Bannister, who met with
wireless with the Marconi Wireless an accident to his leg on the s.s.
LIFE SAVING AT SEA
Telegraph Company of . Engla~d . in Montoro while Chief Wireless O:ftlcer
March 1910. Mter servmg as Junior of that vessel, and who subsequently
Life saving at sea is not confined
operat~r on the Empress of Britain underwent an operation at Prince
to
the launching of boats when a disand Ben-My Chree, he was in May,
1910, appointed senior operator of the
M on-t,rose, and later served on the
Him~laya, Batavier III., China and
St. Louis. In November, 1910, he
crossed the United States and joined
the Union Company R.M.S. Aorangi
in San Francisco, and thus entered
the Australian service. During his
time at sea in the Australian service
he served on the Tofua, Bombala,
Ma,ungan1li, Kanowna and Katoornba,
and in January, 1913, was appointed
sea-going Sub-Inspector of Amalgamated Wireless (A/sia), Ltd. In May,
1915, he was transferred to t,he Sydney office, and later was appointed
Traffic Manager. He held this position until 1920., when, owing to ill
health, he reluctantly resigned from
"Wide World" Photo.
the Company, and sin@e then hasi been
AN UNSEEN AUDIENCE.
.
residing in Sydney.
·
Barbara Wagoner, daughter of an Official of the General Electric Com·
The funeral took place at Rookwood
pany in the United States, i_s a rapt listener-in at a new type of .radio
Cemetery, Sydney, on Monday, March
receiving set.

..
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Dont forget that vacuum .tubes
aster happens. Frequently serious ill- voltage rather than constant amperness occurs, and when no ntjedical age. Don't insert vacuum tubes in cost from twenty to thirty times the
roan is on board the position is desper- sockets unless abBOlu tely certain price of an ordinary electric lamp,
ate. Such a -happening occured re- rheostats are turned off, or at the and therefore deserve a little respect.
Don 't expect to get the best recently, and due to the fact that the proper setting for normal operation.
R.M.S. Makura was in radio call the · Don't make the drastic error of sults if you use an amplifier tube as
life of a seaman on board the tramp connecting the plate battery to the a detector, or vice-versa.
:filament .terminals; watch all battery
steamer Las Vegas was saved.
A severe attack of fever gripped connections.
Don't energise the filaments of all
one of the crew of the latter vessel,
KISSED BY . RADIO
and in addition his eyesight became the tubes in a cascade circuit at once,
threatened. The captain of the Las unless the circuit has been used
Thus ran the headline of a1i article
Vegas sought the advice of the doctor before.
· of recent date, when some lovesick
Don't take one tube out of a. cas- experimenter tried his luck at longon board the Makura, and after describing the symptoms was advised cade circuit in which the filaments distance kissing;. The object of· his
of the proper treatment to follow. are in parallel. It causes a rise in adoration was· about 300 miles away.
Four days later Captain Braunfi of current in the remaining filaments,
We were just wondering if the
the Las Vegas, radioed the doctor on and may burn them out. Cut off all blush accompanied the· kiss, which
the Makura as follows: '' Patient fully the power first.
would indicate perfect reception.
recovered ; many thanks ; -your serDon't make any alterations in your
vices greatly appreciated."
wiring while vacuum tubes are in
their sockets. It is quite a common ISN'T RADIO WONDERFUL}
thing for 40 or 60 volts to become
A FEW TIPS ABOUT
twisted up in the filament circuit aR Come, for the night is falling,
And my sets is tuned so fine
VALVES
a result of this practice. High voltage for the filament spells disaster It will pick ·up a peal of thunder,
Or the red ant's plaintive whine.
Don't burn vacuum tube filaments for your tube.
Don't expect to have a loud Come! And sit close beside me.
above their rated amperage and
My head-phone's built for two. ·
speaker operate from a detector tube ;
voltage.
Don't rely on an· ammeter for you will be disappointed. At least It will be a night of rare delightWith the world's wild sounds--and
proper current consumption; fila- one stage of audio frequency ampliyou!
ment should be burned at constant fication is generally necessary.
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MISS · EVE GRAY
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AUSTRALIA'S MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRL
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A Dainty Advocate of Mercolized Wax for the Skin
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REFINED TOILET ESSENTIALS:
PERGOL - Deodorant
Perspiration.

PURE MERCOLIZED WAX - The
Ideal in Face Creams.
STALLAX GRANULES - Delightful
Hair Shampoo.
pH EM I NOL - Efficient Superfluous
Hair Removei:.
TAMMALITE-Banishes Grey Hairs.

-

for

Local

COLLIANDUM - Rose-tinted Cheek
Colour.
BARRI-AGAR-Orange Blossom Face
Powder.
PROLACTUM-For Sof! Rosy Lips.

OBTAIN ABLE AT .ALL RELIABLE CHEMISTS.
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Beginner (Manly): The surest and
quickest way of learning the Code is
by patient practice with a buzzer and
key. If you have a phonograph it is
possible to obtain records which at
either slow or fast speed spell out the
Morse Code. There are also books on
the subject which you would find very
helpful.
Question ( Oscil, Newcastle) : Does a
valve receiver, when oscillating, transfer energy to the aerial and thus act
as a transmitter?
.Answer: Yes, whenever a valve oscillates the set acts as a transmitter,
and any receiver in close proximity
tuned to the same wave length would
be effected by the radiated oscillations. The set, of course, would be
a very inefficient transmitter.
. Question (F.M.W., Newtown) :
What is the best point to use with
galena crystal 7
.Answer: The scheme most successfully used by marine operators in the
crystal days was as follows:
: 'l'ake a small length of a single
strand from a copper flex lead, and
attach to the end of a six-inch length
of No. 26 cotton covered wire, which,
by winding a few times round· a·

For Service

pencil, is in the form ·of a spring.
Connect the free end of the No. 26 to
the terminal, and make crystal contact with the fine copper wire. The
lighter the touch the better, and
when you have found a sensitive spot
the point will be held there by the
spring formation of the No. 26 wire.
You will be surprised at the results,
providing, of course, your crystal is
good.
·
Question (L.V.J., Mosman) : I ~
thinking of designing my own valve
receiver along the same lines as the
circuit illustrated on page 281 of
Bucher's "Practical Wireless Telegraphy," but, being somewhat confused by the different circuits my
friends are using, would be obliged if
you would advise me a good standard
circuit.
.Answer: The diagram on page 281
of "Practical Wireless Telegraphy, "
showing the connections of a "beat"
and ''amplifier' ' valve receiver is
quite satisfactory 1 and the receiver is
cap8f>le of great selectivity and sensitiveness. The Marconi Co. (England) usually dispense with the grid
condenser (03) and the plate current
tuning condenser ( 04) as being unnecessary refinem:ent, but this, of
course, i_s a matter for J>:OU to decide.

CUSTOMS, SHIPPING &
FORWARDI NG AGENTS
Broughton House, King Street

SYDNEY

M.K. (Turramurra): Please send
us stamped and addressed envelope,
and we shall be glad to forward the
particulars you require. If you are
at present only using a crystal receiver, we most strongly. advise you
to gain a good knowledge of the
operation of ·{ID ordinary single or
two valve rece~ver. before .you · tackle
the Armstrong super-regenerative circuit, which requires extremely fine adjustments and a g()Od knowledge· of
valve receiving before it can be successfully used. Why not try the cir, cuit described and illustrated by Mr .
. J. G. Reed in the December issue
of Sea, Land and .Air,

Question ( Ho~e Made, Coogee) :
How much No. "40 wire would be
needed for a telephone transformer 7
Answer: Three ozs. of No. 40 wire
for the H.R. winding, and six ·ozs. of
No. 32 wire for the L.R. winding.
Honeycomb (Neutral Bay): That is
a question for the Controller of Wireless, so we suggest you write direct.
In any case, do not cross the telephone
wires at less than 5 feet.

..

C1"riou,s (Balmoral) : Subject will
be dealt with in our next issue. Yes,
a stamped and addressed envelope.

Get Your Wireless Gear at

Telephone : 1180 City

The RAPID FREIGHT
DESPATCH CO.

April 4, 1923.

ELECTRICITY HOUSE
387 George Street, Sydney.
Condenser Plates, 1/9 pet dOII.; · Condenser Spindles, 2/9 per set; Conde!llaer Ends, 1/9 per pair;
Honeycomb Coils, from 3/8; Honeyoomb Mountings, 3/- each; Fllam91lt Re&istances, 7/6 eaoh;
Calibrated Dials, 1/8 each; Xnobs, 1/8, 8/·, 2/8 each; Contact. Studs, 1/9 per doz,; Bwltcharm1,
8/·, 4/8; Terminals, 6d. each; 'Phone Condensers, 1/6; Grid Condensers, 1/8; Variable Condensers,
25/., 80/-; :Murdoch's 'Phones, 85/-; ll[yera' Valvea, 85/-.
ALL EXPANS E GEAR IN STOCK,
Catalogues, 8<1, OR<h. ir.cluding wiring a;,~ other diaf'l'r&ms, All miLkes nf Telephones and Valve,,
Crystal Cups, 1/-; Detectors, 5/• each; Looee Couplera, 40/-; Cabinets, Ebonite, Bakelite, and,
All-round llateriala; Complete Crystal Sets, £3/10/·, £8/10/-, £7/10/-; Valve Beta, from £9 to
fr!! io~~~ve; Radiotron Valves, 37/8; Vernier :Bheos~ts, 15/-; Intervalve Trt.nsfonner, to/-,

~~!~..!i

Vnder New Management:
Works :M:a.uager: RAYMOND llcINTOSH,
General Manager: J, S, llA:BKS,
All Communications to the Firm,

.

Mention "Radio'' when ·communicating with advertisers,

.
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if desirous ·of taking up Wireless
as a future profession, · get . in touch
with us to-day.

!

Learn sometning ~of the wonderful
possibilities of this science and how you
can improve- yo_ur position in life. ·
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Mar·coni ·-SchOol of -·wn-eless ·
97 ~99 Clarence St.

422-424 Chancery Lane
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